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European Parliament rejects ILUC move

Lepage has wanted to introduce these ILUC factors in order to
discriminate against palm oil – because it is better, and better priced,

In Europe, the Renewable Energy Directive (RED) has been taken over

than the European competitors. She knows that the ILUC models will

by powerful protectionist agriculture interests in some countries and

be led to discriminate in this way, and that Malaysian palm oil will not

has now become a trade-protection tool. This is designed to protect

be justly treated.

domestic oilseeds and to discriminate against cheaper, and superior,
non-European biofuels, such as those made from palm oil. It is no longer

It is no wonder, with these attitudes and with such a poor approach to

an environmental or energy policy, but a trade-barrier policy.

legislation, that many countries are discussing how to challenge the EU’s
energy policies under the rules of the World Trade Organisation

On Sept 11, the European Parliament voted on the latest revision to

(WTO). In fact, Argentina has already filed a complaint against the EU

this policy. Corinne Lepage, a Member of the European Parliament

in Geneva. The EU likes to preach about free trade, but Lepage does

(MEP) from France, has spent the last several months leading a

not want to practise it.

campaign to introduce indirect land-use change (ILUC) criteria into the
RED. In July, she succeeded in convincing the Environment Committee

The vote in the European Parliament was extremely close and reflected

to do so but on Sept 11, this was not part of the final text passed by

the debate that has taken place in Brussels over the past six months.

the European Parliament. In a last-minute compromise deal, Lepage

On the one side, green NGOs, including Greenpeace and Friends of

included ILUC in the related Fuel Quality Directive instead.

the Earth supported Lepage and the call for an unscientific and
discriminatory ILUC factor.

ILUC is an environmentalist theory that cropland producing biofuels in
one place can somehow lead to greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) in

On the other side were the biofuel producers and the scientific

another undefined and unknown place. This theory has been criticised

community. In the last few months alone, studies have emerged from

by scientists and academics across the world – America, Asia, Latin

the US, France, Germany, Sweden, Denmark and Brussels itself, all of

America and Europe itself. ILUC is a theory that you cannot see or

them explaining that ILUC is not legitimate and should not be allowed.

measure or calculate, and therefore is impossible to quantify.
It was not the first time that palm oil was the target of a negative
But the EU authorities have tried to do it anyway. Several studies by the

campaign. But this time, the choice could not have been clearer – the

EU Commission attempted to find a way of calculating how different

MEPs could vote for an ILUC policy that is untested, inaccurate,

types of biofuel might have different ILUC effects. The results were

unscientific, and will probably lead to them losing a case in the WTO.

embarrassing for the EU, and very revealing for everyone else. Every

Or, they could vote against ILUC, and welcome palm biodiesel and

study came up with a totally different figure – many were wildly

other fuels that can help reduce GHG emissions, fight climate change,

different, and some even could not agree whether a crop would

improve land-use efficiency, and reduce the use of fossil fuels in Europe.

produce a net positive or negative outcome. This showed, better than
anything else, that ILUC cannot be measured accurately.

Palm oil as a biofuel can be a big part of the solution in Europe, just as
it is in Malaysia. But it requires European politicians to see past short-

Scientists know that anything that cannot be seen or measured, like

term protectionism and glitzy NGO campaigns. For this, they need to

ILUC, relies on modeling. This modeling, done by sophisticated

refuse to support Lepage’s ILUC plan, and instead build a true

computer programmes, in turn relies on the people who set the

renewable energy policy that is sound, scientific and sensible, and that

parameters for those computer models. These people all have

will bring about long-term benefits.

prejudices that then have a major impact on the results of the modeling.
This is neither a fair nor an independent method of scientific calculation,
and should not be used for policy making.

Dr Yusof Basiron
www.ceopalmoil.com
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On July 11, the European Parliament’s Environment

that could have significant consequences for biofuel producers

Committee had voted to approve a major report revising the

worldwide.

EU’s Renewable Energy Directive. The report written by
French Member of Parliament (MEP) Corinne Lepage,

The vote was the latest development in the EU’s ongoing

recommended major discrimination against some non-

revision of the 2009 Renewable Energy Directive (RED),

European biofuels such as palm oil.

which governs how the EU will meet its greenhouse gas
(GHG) reduction targets through the use of renewable

Then on Sept 11 the whole European Parliament voted on

energies, including biofuels.

the proposals, making some significant changes. This vote sent

6

a major rebuke to Lepage, rejecting some of her key ideas.

Lepage had advocated further restrictions, regulations and

However, the proposals retain many discriminatory measures

protectionism on top of the EU’s existing renewable energy
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provisions, and promoted the use of inexact and uncertain

3. Review of the EC’s proposed list of advanced biofuel

science on indirect land-use change (ILUC). The European

materials

Commission (EC) had refused to introduce full ILUC factors

In the Environment Committee vote in July, Lepage removed

into the original legislative proposal because the science was

palm oil by-products – such as used fresh fruit bunches and

not sufficiently reliable.

palm oil mill effluent – from the list of advanced biofuels. This
move would deprive palm oil producers of major advantages

The key decisions revolved around three major issues:

when exporting advanced biodiesel to the EU. Similar advanced
biofuel materials produced in Europe were left untouched. This

1. Introduction of full ILUC factors within the RED

amendment was endorsed in the vote of the Parliament in

sustainability requirements

September. This move is the clearest signal so far that Lepage

This would massively increase the costs and difficulties of

and other MEPs are using the RED revision process to embed

compliance, in par ticular for non-EU countries. The

a protectionist policy that discriminates in favour of European

concept of ILUC has been roundly criticised by

crops, and against non-EU products such as palm oil.

economists, academics and industry
groups

as

impossible

unscientific
to

and

Stakeholder reactions

accurately

The Malaysian Palm Oil Council (MPOC) had released

calculate. The burden of
complying

with

a statement following the Environment Committee’s

such

vote, describing the report as “a transparent

would

attempt by European agriculture producers to

harm small producers

block market access for Malaysian palm oil, at the

around

expense of poor Malaysian oil palm farmers”.

requirements
the

world,

including smallholders
MPOC CEO Tan Sri Dr Yusof Basiron defended

in Asia and Africa who

palm oil, stating: “Palm biodiesel, responsibly

produce palm oil.
The

European

Par liament

produced in Malaysia, can be a major contributor to
reducing GHG emissions in Europe.”

voted against the proposal.
European industry groups have also been quick to condemn
2. Introduction of a limit on crop-based biofuels

ILUC and the limit on first-generation biofuels:

In July, the Environment Committee had endorsed a proposal
to limit the amount of renewable energy in transport that

C $/,<967,(5::6*0(;0656-&,.,;()3,03:,?79,::,+

should come from crop-based biofuels. This limit was set at

concern about the “disproportionate approach that penalises

5.5%, meaning that EU member-states can only use crop-

the biofuels chain on the basis of inconclusive science and

based biofuels, such as palm oil, for 5.5% of their transport

poorly justified arguments”.

energy needs. Previously, no restriction existed. Many farming
and industry groups have stated that this constitutes an

C $/,::6*0(;0656-<967,(5(94,9:(5+.90)<:05,::>(:

effective moratorium, as crop-based biofuel use in the

also critical, saying: “The vote today … is totally unacceptable

transport sector in many EU countries is already approaching

and leads to more fossil fuel consumption and more CO2

5%. The parliamentary vote in September endorsed the

emissions in transport by 2020. Some operators have already

principle of a limit, but raised the ceiling to 6%.

made plans for 2020 which exceed the 5.5% limit.”
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But green NGOs have continued their aggressive stance,

as the removal of palm oil by-products from the list of

following heavy lobbying during the Committee process and

advanced biofuels.

leading up to the final parliamentary vote. Friends of the Earth
Europe called for even more extreme measures, saying that

The ILUC proposal now moves to the Council, made up of

“the limits on biofuels made from food crops do not go far

the 28 EU ministers, but it will return to the Parliament in

enough”. Greenpeace said that

2014. And when it does, the ITRE and Environment

the final vote was “incoherent”

Committees will once again expect to join battle

and was “clearly the result of horse-

over how the Parliament should vote.

trading”.
EU ministers are now preparing
More realistic approach

their report on the revision of the

MEP Lepage lost many of her key

RED. Ministers from the 28

proposals – such as ILUC factors in

member-states

the RED – due to a competing report

have

been

in

negotiations on a joint text, and are

that was put forward by the Industry

expected

(ITRE) Committee in the European

to

reach

an

initial

agreement in October.

Parliament.
The ministers and the European Parliament
The ITRE repor t took a more balanced and

will eventually have to reach an agreement

realistic approach to the regulation of biofuels. It

on a joint text that will then form the final

ruled out the introduction of ILUC factors as the scientific

new EU biofuels policy. This process is now expected to

base has not been properly established. It also called for a

continue into 2014, leaving the biofuels industry concerned

higher ceiling of 6.5% for crop-based biofuels.

about repercussions and without any certainty over their
investments.

This report, written by Spanish MEP Alejo Vidal-Quadras,
gained much support from economists and academics in
Europe, as well as industry groups and farmers. It is clear that
non-EU biofuel producers would be harmed far less by
the

ITRE

proposals, compared

to

the

Environment Committee’s report.

In the end, substantial por tions of
the ITRE Committee repor t
were

adopted,

but

major

discrimination still remains, such

8
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is

His aim is to promote the use of taxation to influence

synonymous with the infamous attempt to

behaviour that he considers a ‘risk for public health’.

introduce a 300% tax on palm oil in 2012, dubbed

According to him, this 'risky behaviour' includes the

rench

Socialist

Senator Yves

Daudigny

the ‘Nutella Tax’. The bid to increase taxes from À100 per

consumption of palm oil.

tonne of palm oil to À 400 per tonne was part of the annual
revision of the Social Security Financing Bill in France.

Daudigny’s determination to discriminate against palm oil
on public health grounds not only goes against established

Daudigny’s proposal was strongly rejected by the French

evidence of French scientists – among them, Dr Jean Michel

Parliament in December 2012, but his campaign has not

Lecerf, Head of Nutrition at the Pasteur Institute; and Dr

ceased. He recently launched a new attempt by including

Jean Graille, formerly at CIRAD – but the notion of using

palm oil alongside other proposed tax rises under the

‘nutritional taxes’ to change consumer behaviour has been

banner of ‘behavioural taxation’.

dismissed by economists at the Institut economique
Molinari (IEM).

He is currently preparing a report for the French Senate’s
Commission for Evaluating Social Security. His report

A recent report by this French research organisation stated

involves looking at methods of taxation applicable to certain

that ‘consumption taxes’ are ineffective and that these

food products; specifically he is eyeing palm oil.

represent a dangerous policy tool for producers,
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distributors and consumers alike in terms of jobs,

can be more harmful

competitiveness and well-being.

than good, and that
taxing food for health

Using the case of the ‘Danish Fat Tax’ – a tax imposed on

reasons

is

the saturated fat content of foods – researchers at the IEM

productive.

counter-

explained that, because of its huge costs and effects on
consumption patters and health, Denmark’s experiment

If Daudigny is genuinely

with a ‘fat tax’ was abolished one year following its

committed to improving the

introduction.

health of French citizens, he
should begin by acknowledging

Lecerf has also spoken out against the idea of nutritional

that palm oil has an important

taxes. He has stated that making palm oil out to be a poison

role to play in a balanced diet,

is simply not justified and he rejects any attempt to impose

and

taxes on nutrition, as he argues this is merely an attempt to

substitute to dangerous trans

raise more money for the government while raising prices

fats

for consumers and businesses alike.

hydrogenated

in

particular

found

in

as

a

partially
vegetable

oils.
Instead, Lecerf reminds consumers that the only products
that are dangerous for human consumption are those that

If his intention is really

have been banned or have been removed from the market.

to contribute towards

Conversely, palm oil is a safe and nutritious oil that has

improving the health of

rightful place as part of a balanced and varied diet.

French citizens, he should abandon any attempt
to introduce ‘behavioural taxation’ which seeks to

This sentiment is shared by Graille who said palm oil is a

discourage the use of palm oil – even when this product has

valuable ingredient for the European food industry because

been found to have similar beneficial effects on blood

it enables an enormous range of manufacturing processes at

cholesterol as olive oil. It would be nonsensical to tax palm

a lower cost and at no health risk to the consumer.

oil – thereby making it more expensive and thus rendering
it inaccessible to millions of consumers in France.

Harmful effects
As Daudigny finalises his report and prepares to introduce

Furthermore, discriminatory attempts at policy making

taxes on palm oil by the back door, he would do well to

and taxing products in friendly nations are not

listen to the evidence of scientists, research bodies and

representative of good government. These will not endear

economists who have concluded that palm oil does not

either Daudigny or the French Socialist government to

pose a risk to human health and that ‘behavioural taxation’

their allies around the world, including palm oil producing

that seeks to alter consumption patterns is ill founded and

countries like Malaysia.

simply does not work.
Recognised research has cast doubt on the effectiveness of
‘nutrition taxes’, reminding policy makers that their effects

10
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ales of palm oil in Europe are once again
under threat. This time the menace comes
from a Belgian legislative proposal to
severely limit its use in food products. If passed, the
amount of palm oil would be restricted to 2gm per
100gm, or 2% of the total weight of oil or fat. This new
proposal follows closely on last year’s ultimately
unsuccessful attempt by the French Senate to impose a
300% tax on the product.
Both projects stem from the deep prejudices created by the
weight of unjust campaigns of misinformation about the
environmental and health consequences of palm oil. They differ
only in that one tried to regulate consumption through a tax,
while the other seeks the same end through rationing.
Economic analysis shows that, since quantitative restrictions and
the manipulation of price above market rates are inseparable
twins, the impact of either instrument is the same: a restriction
of consumer choice with a consequent loss of welfare, higher
producer costs and, if the input restricted is imported, a
protectionist distortion of free trade.
The health benefits justifying such restrictions would have to
be very large indeed to justify these interventions, but in the
Belgian case these benefits are mostly illusory based on serious
errors made by the legislative drafters about the dangers of
palm oil.

Copying France
The new legislative threat to palm oil in Belgium was published
in March and the draft Bill is sponsored by two Senators – Cindy
Franssen and Sabine de Bethune. The Senate Committee on
Social Affairs will decide after the summer recess if the Bill is to
proceed and, if this is agreed, it will enter the Belgian
parliamentary timetable in September.
The Belgian proposal follows the ‘Nutella Tax’ case last year in
France which almost adopted a punitive tax on the import of
palm oil with a proposal to raise the existing levy from À100 per
tonne to À 400 per tonne.
The French project, sponsored by Socialist Senator Yves
Daudigny, was quickly labelled in the press as the ‘Nutella Tax’
since palm oil is an important ingredient used by Ferrero, the
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makers of Nutella, a popular brand of hazelnut-chocolate spread.
The Senate passed the Bill, which was justified on the dual
grounds of improving French health and fighting deforestation. It
was subsequently rejected in a vote by the National Assembly,
the other legislative chamber.
The Belgian proposal mimics the ‘Nutella Tax’ in that it is based
on health grounds and that its implementation would raise
prices, reduce choice and discriminate against the import of a
non-European vegetable oils.
It is different in that it seeks to avoid the possibility that
consumer and producer preferences, operating through free
markets, may undermine attempts to manipulate the price
mechanism through a ‘fat tax’ to attain its paternalistic
interventionist aims.
Ferrero had publically stated it would absorb the cost increase;
and even if the price had been passed on to consumers, such
is the brand loyalty towards Nutella, that a very large price hike
would be needed to induce a switch to palm-oil free
substitutes.
A study by health economists at Oxford University on the
evidence from the imposition of health taxes on products across
the world found that substitution in consumption meant that the
impact of taxation on health was complicated and that taxing a
narrow range of products was far less effective than including a
broader range.
They also found that a ‘fat tax’ would have to raise the prices
faced by consumers by as high as 20% to have any significant
effect, but that a broader public policy aimed at subsidising
healthier dietary alternatives such as fruit and vegetables would
have a more significant effect on reducing obesity.

a kilogramme of Nutella by À 0.06, a rise of only 1% well below
the 20% threshold estimated.
Form of rationing
In order to get round the substitution problem the two Belgian
Senators have proposed not a punitive tax, but physical
restriction of palm oil as an ingredient, a form of rationing,
limiting its use to only 2gm per 100gm in any food product. This
is even more proscriptive than the ‘Nutella Tax’, as it would lead
to a de facto prohibition on the marketing of many consumer
products and well-known brands sold in Belgium, unless there
was a major change in their constituent ingredients.
The Bill seeks to impose a de facto ban on palm oil by amending
legislation passed in 1977 concerned with protecting consumer
health. It proposes restricting the consumption of certain fats
through a quantitative restriction on the manufacture and sale of
foodstuffs containing more than 2gm of trans fats of industrial
origin per 100gm, or the same quantity of palm or coconut oil.
Senators de Bethune and Franssen maintain that their proposal
directly follows a recommendation made last year by the Belgian
Superior Council of Health to restrict the use of industrial trans
fats and the recommendation to avoid their substitution by oils
that are ‘rich’ in saturated fat, in that their consumption damages
public health.
While the Senators claim that their proposed prohibition on
palm oil follows from the Council’s erroneous advice against the
consumption of oils ‘rich’ in saturated fats, the reality is that the
Bill was crafted to specifically discriminate against palm oil, even
though palm oil is completely free of dangerous trans fats and
has been widely used by the food industry to replace oils rich in
trans fats that are hazardous to human health.

Putting aside the fact that raising food prices by this much is
regressive, which would impact unfairly on lower income groups,
the introduction of a palm oil tax in France would have been
extremely narrow, falling on one category of saturated fat and
leaving others unaffected.

The Bill recognises that controls over industrial trans fats would
result in food manufacturers substituting industrial fats with
natural organic fats such as palm oil and coconut oil, and thus
imposes a blanket restriction on palm oil and coconut oil, on the
grounds that “these latter (fats) are very probably as dangerous
as the previous one”.

Furthermore, it has been estimated by the Association Sante
Environnement France, an association of 2,500 health
professionals in France – which supported the amendment –
that the impact of the tax would have been to raise the price of

But this claim cannot be substantiated by scientific evidence.
There is no evidence for this supposition at all and there is no
justification for the extension of the control over hydrogenated
fats to palm oil.

12
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In fact, the proposal from Franssen and de Bethune commits a
fundamental nutritional error, in conflating palm oil with trans
fats. Palm oil does not contain trans fats, which admittedly have
been proven to have dangerous effects on human health.
Therefore, the grounds for
associating the consumption
of palm oil with similar health
dangers to those from trans
fats are unwarranted and not
based on scientific evidence.
Another Belgian Senator,
Muriel Targnion, has also
declared recently that the
consumption of palm oil
raises the risk of breast
cancer. Neither is this belief
based on evidence. In an interview, Dr Jean Graille, one of the
world’s leading experts on fats and human health, states that the
provenance of Targnion’s false statement is based on a
misunderstanding of research published by the French National
Institute of Health and Medical Research based in Paris, and the
Gustave Roussy Institut.
The research states that there might be a link between the
trans fat ‘palmitoleic’ acid (palmitoléique in French) and cancer
of the breast and the colon. Although sounding similar,
however, ‘palmitoleic’ acid, found in partly hydrogenated oils, is
a different substance from ‘palmitic’ acid which is a major
component of palm oil. Palm oil does not contain any
palmitoleic acid; instead this trans fat is found in meats and
dairy products.
Protectionist at heart
The partisan and discriminatory nature of the Belgian Bill is
revealed in what fats are excluded from the restriction. The
proposal specifically leaves out many European produced
foodstuffs such as animal fats from meat, milk, butter and cheese;
vegetable fats from olive oil, rapeseed oil and sunflower oil; as
well as oil from groundnuts, soybean, maize and walnuts.
As was the case with France, if the real reason was to reduce
the consumption of saturated fats, then butter and cheese
should not have been exempted from the Bill. Furthermore,
unlike butter and cheese, the health case against palm oil has
been discredited on scientific grounds.

Another example of discrimination against imports can be found
in Switzerland, a major rapeseed-producing country. Proposals
from some Swiss politicians, including the Canton of Fribourg
and the local MP Dominique de Buman, have also been aimed
at banning, restricting or
discriminating against palm oil:
with the aim of favouring local
rapeseed.
Swiss federal authorities have
been quick to dismiss the
measures, clearly recognising
not only the inherent flaws, as
outlined here, but also the
potential for conflict with
existing EU and World Trade
Organisation rules.
The economic efficacy of health taxes is weakened by the
availability of substitutes for consumers. The case of Denmark is
instructive where the imposition of a ‘fat tax’ was a spectacular
failure and was withdrawn after one year.
E 6 +<7*-:
<0-+7=6<:A16<:7,=+-,)(.)<<)@76)44.77,;
– including butter, milk, cheese, pizza, meat, oil and processed
.77,;D<0)<+76<)16-,57:-<0)6  ;)<=:)<-,.)<
E 67>-5*-:
<0-)61;0$)@161;<:A)667=6+-,1<
would abolish the tax because it had failed to change eating
habits; had been costly to implement; and had encouraged
cross-border buying in Germany and Sweden with a negative
impact on local businesses and employment.
The temptation of other countries to follow Belgium and France
and use spurious health grounds to justify protectionism while
pandering to misinformed opinion is evident – but the increasing
rate of failure of such taxes, including the recent withdrawal of
Denmark’s saturated fat tax, should be a salutary lesson.
The Belgian draft Bill is founded on faulty principles, bad science,
and protectionism, and the chances are that it will fail.
Brian Sturgess
Managing Editor, World Economics
This is an edited version of the article.
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The slump in India’s rupee may fail to
deter refiners and traders from importing
record amounts of cooking oils for a
second year, amidst rising demand in the
world’s largest palm oil buyer.
Inbound shipments will climb to an
unprecedented 10.5 million tonnes to
10.7 million tonnes in the year ending
Oct 31, from 10.2 million tonnes a year
earlier, said BV Mehta, executive director
of the Solvent Extractors’ Association of
India. Imports increased 11% to 8.03
million tonnes in the nine months
through July, according to the association.
Record purchases by India, the world’s
second-biggest consumer of cooking oils,
may help cut palm oil inventories in
Indonesia and Malaysia and stem a 23%
slump in prices in the past year. The rupee
tumbled past 64 per US dollar on Aug 20 for
the first time, on concern that foreign
outflows will accelerate as the US Federal
Reserve prepares to trim monetary stimulus.
“The depreciation in the rupee will put
some pressure on imports of edible oils,
but it being an essential commodity, we’ll
have to import it,” Mehta said when
contacted in Mumbai. “Fortunately for us,
the international prices have come down
and will be low for some time.”
Palm oil had tumbled to the lowest level
in more than three years in July after
dropping for five quarters, the worst run

14



  

   

since
at least 1995, as supplies of the
oil used in everything from noodles to
soaps outpaced demand.
The contract for November delivery
declined 1.6% to RM2,295 a tonne on
the Bursa Malaysia Derivatives by 3:33
pm in Kuala Lumpur on Aug 20. Futures
touched RM2,137 on July 26, the lowest
level since October 2009.
Expanding demand
A rising population and increasing disposable
incomes will boost demand for cooking oils
in India, Mehta said. Demand may surge to
23 million tonnes by 2020 from 17.5 million
tonnes, and imports will rise significantly,
according to India’s Food Ministry.
Imports may total 800,000 tonnes to
900,000 tonnes in each of the next three
months, Mehta said. The country meets
more than half its demand through
purchases of palm oil from Indonesia and
Malaysia and soybean oil from the US,
Brazil and Argentina.
“Costs for importers will go up and
increase local prices,” said Atul
Chaturvedi, chief executive officer of
Ahmedabad-based Adani Wilmar Ltd. “At
the end of the day, it will be a zero-sum

   VOL.10 ISSUE 3, 2013

game if importers can sell at the price
they are importing.”
Imports may drop marginally in the
coming months as India is set to harvest
a bigger oilseed crop, said Chaturvedi,
who estimates overseas purchases to
total 11 million tonnes this year.
Farmers in India have planted 18.3 million
ha under the oilseed crop this year, 15%
more than a year earlier, data from the
Agriculture Ministry showed on Aug 16.
Output of soybean, the main oilseed
sown during the monsoon, may climb
from a record 14.7 million tonnes in
2012-2013, JS Sandhu, the agriculture
commissioner, said on July 30.
“Whatever may be the price, consumption
of palm oil will continue,” said Prathamesh
Mallya, an analyst at AnandRathi
Commodities Ltd in Mumbai.
“The weakness of the rupee against the
dollar will really not hamper demand.
Nobody will stop purchases of vegetable
oils as it’s not a luxury product, which you
can delay for some time. It’s a necessity.”
Source: Bloomberg, Aug 20, 2013

Source: Khor Reports Palm Oil, Issue 3 (Jul/Aug 2013)

NEWS Briefs

SUSTAINABILITY UPDATE

Next steps for Malaysian commodities sector
YB Datuk Amar Douglas Uggah Embas is Malaysia’s new Minister for Plantation Industries and Commodities. He
succeeds Tan Sri Bernard Dompok. Douglas previously helmed the natural resources and environment portfolio.
Since 1986, he has been the Member of Parliament for Betong, located in the southwest of Sarawak. It is in Iban
heartland, in the vicinity of agriculture expansion including oil palm cultivation.
Douglas said he aims to take the commodities sector to a wider market and to “enhance the use of modern
technology to improve the productivity of each commodity". He also plans to help small farmers, especially in rural
areas (Bernama.com, May 15, 2013).
On critics of palm oil and sustainability, he said: “Whenever you are successful, there will be people trying to stifle
your success because as far as the ministry or the industry is concerned, there is no problem with oil palm
(plantations) … What I can tell the rest of the world is that Malaysia is just as committed as they are to preserving
our environment and in ensuring that oil palm will be produced sustainably.” (thestar.com.my, May 24, 2013)
Other early news from the minister is on increased perimeter surveying of land to which native customary rights
have been exerted in Sarawak: “The state government (now) recognises about 680,000 ha of native land; … 320,000
ha have been surveyed, of which about 152,000 ha are gazetted.” (thestar.com.my, June 9, 2013)

NUTRITION UPDATE

Food watch – saturated fat targeted
Has the debate shifted from trans fats to saturated fat? Limits on trans fats are gaining ground and offer palm oil
an inbuilt advantage because its fatty acid composition does not need to be chemically altered via a process
called hydrogenation. In contrast, soybean and rapeseed oils are hydrogenated, which results in trans fats being
formed.
However, the bid to restrict saturated fat (SAFA) levels (Box 1) has not
benefited palm oil. Instead, the industry is worried about increasing attempts
to legislate against and/or tax palm oil on purported health grounds. The
topic has attracted controversy. Attention is on research by the medical
scientific community.
While SAFA has been linked with higher cholesterol, its causality to heart
disease is questioned. Most studies are apparently on animals or rather
smallscale in nature. A 2010 analysis by SiriTarino et al. was thorough and
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big, looking at 348,000 human outcomes. It grabbed attention and kicked up a storm by saying that there is no
significant evidence for concluding that dietary saturated fat is associated with an increased risk of coronary heart
disease or coronary vascular disease. But detractors point out that the study was supported by the US National Dairy
Council and that some authors were industry funded. The source of funding for research – either for or against a
product – raises the concern of bias.

Box 1: Saturated-fat limits in place or being mulled*
Q

/@4E:4E<A8<A7HFGELF8GFGE<6G8EGE4AF94GF4A7-!FG4A74E7F<A(4E6;

Q

/?458??<A:B9AHGE<8AGE898E8A68I4?H8F4A7FC86<9<6<A:E87<8AGF5L

Q 8?:<H@J4AGFGB?<@<G-!GB:@<A:@B9B<?F4A794GF
Q !E4A68@H??FA8J;84?G;<??F
Q -J<GM8E?4A7C?4AFGBG4KC4?@B<?
Q 1BE?7#84?G;*E:4A<F4G<BA7<F6HFF<A:-!?<@<GFJ;<6;(4?4LF<44A7.;8+;<?<CC<A8F;4I8IBG874:4<AFG
*Based on Khor Reports interview with specialist on palm oil trade issues, June 2013

So what do informed consumers understand about saturated fat? To find out, we reviewed detailed articles less
than a year old in US Women’s Health and US Fitness Magazine. These publications boast Facebook ‘Likes’ of
nearly half a million each. The top UK and Australia online magazines did not have recent detailed articles.
Interestingly, the two US publishers presented a nuanced perspective on fats and holistic recommendations on
diet (Box 2).

Box 2: What US health magazines say about saturated fat
* US Women’s Health: There is one (fat) you should keep as an enemy: manmade trans fats… (but) tricky
?458??<A:?4JF4??BJ@4AH946GHE8EFGB?<FG:@B9GE4AF94GF4F?BA:4F4F8EI<A:6BAG4<AF?8FFG;4A :@S
stay away from food whose ingredients panel lists hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated oils.
* US Fitness Magazine: Saturated fat doesn't deserve its badguy reputation. That's why shifting the focus to
more pressing dietary problems – for example, too many refined carbs or a dearth of produce – is critical.

The Malaysian palm oil authorities and the American Soybean Association had tussled over an antitropical oils
campaign in the 1980s, which formally ended in 1993. The Honolulu ‘handshake agreement’ of 1989 had set the
stage for a peaceful phase without much negative comparisons between oils. But 20 years on, are we back to
Square One?

16
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Vitamin E tocotrienols in disease prevention
Palm oil contains Vitamin E tocotrienols. Other key edible oils like soybean, rapeseed and sunflower, contain little or
no tocotrienols but do have Vitamin E tocopherols. Although both are different forms of Vitamin E and both are
strong antioxidants, they have opposite roles in chemoprevention and chemotherapy as shown in various studies.
These include ‘Vitamin E (tocopherol) and the Risk of Prostate Cancer’, Klein et al. (2011)’ published in the Journal of
the American Medical Association.

Tocotrienols work best in the absence of tocopherols, in the context of absorption, potency and interactions with
other treatment drugs. Promising observations in chemo-preventive and chemotherapeutic roles on cancer and
cardiovascular diseases have prompted numerous clinical trials, including those financially supported by the Malaysian
government, the US National Institute of Health, US Department of Defence and the Clayton Foundation.

Popular health portals seldom differentiate between different types of Vitamin E. The public is confused about its
different forms, and more so when these play opposite roles in disease prevention. While scientists work hard to
establish more clinical evidence, there is a need to disseminate accurate information to the public. Marketers may
consider a visualisation of tocotrienols as ‘good Vitamin E’ that is beneficial to health.

MARKET UPDATE

EU and voluntary biodiesel certification
The EU has endorsed 13 voluntary certification schemes for feedstocks to be
eligible for incentives under its Renewable Energy Directive. The first was
ISCC, which is also among five covering a wide range of feedstocks.

Some schemes are feedstock-specific for palm oil, sugar cane, soybean and
cereals. Most of these are global, but the EU/Europe, UK, Scotland and Brazil
have their own schemes. Others are closed schemes with no
membership/multi-stakeholder feature.

For palm oil, the two most relevant are ISCC (fuel) with 101 palm oil mills certified and RSPO (food and fuel)
which had 206 plants certified as at early June. ISCC has been gaining ground: downstream experts tell us that
there is a better market takeup (higher demand), plus the premium for ISCC certified palm biodiesel is between
US$2030/tonne. However, this may face the challenge of the EU’s proposed indirect land-use change
amendments.
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Trade tussles
Beleaguered Malaysian biodiesel companies may now be able to
export to the EU more competitively. In recent times, Indonesia has
been a lot more successful due to its favourable export tax
structure.

On May 28, 2013, however, the EU imposed antidumping import duties
on Indonesian biodiesel companies. These range from 0-9.6%, with
Wilmar (with nearly half of Indonesia’s biodiesel capacity) facing the
highest rate. The EU’s move almost erases the benefits of Indonesia’s
export tax structure, which has given its downstream players savings of
9% against international CPO prices.

Malaysian exporters are now on a more level playing field (based on an interview with a financial analyst on June 5,
2013). There are now about nine active and 15 idle biodiesel plants in Malaysia, up from about three active when
the biodiesel programme was revived. Active players include Genting Plantations, Vance, Weschem, Far East Holdings,
KLK and Sime Darby (based on an interview with a downstream specialist on June 20, 2013).

Argentina to fight back
Alongside Indonesia, Argentina has been a big exporter of soybeanbased biofuel to the EU, but it is now embroiled
in a trade dispute with the economic bloc. According to ecipe.org (May 16, 2013), the dispute is over a pattern of
WTO non-compliant policies and practices.

‘The WTO prevents discrimination, but a conditional departure can be allowed from these rules if it can be clearly
proven that the discriminated product has harmful effects on the environment,’ it said.

‘But neither the EU nor anyone else can determine the ILUC effects. Many have tried … they come to vastly different
results … (This) discrimination would introduce a regulation with effect on a direct competitive relationship between
foreign and domestic product ... The case filed by Argentina at the WTO is simply the most recent legal challenge to
the inherent protectionism of the EU’s biofuels policy. It surely will not be the last.’

TPPA associated with GM worries
Malaysia is due to sign up to the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA) by October 2013, but it is reported
that non-agreement on many areas is likely to delay this. The US leads 11 countries in this. Pacific economic
powerhouses notably absent are China, South Korea and Indonesia. The TPPA sets out the tax and legal framework
for trade, intellectual property, government procurement and competition. Market access will subsequently be
negotiated via bilateral trade deals.

Trade analysts are concerned about the TPPA, pointing out that such deals are usually biased toward investors and
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to the benefit of larger trading partners. There are worries about the
dilution of sovereignty in domestic policy making. This would include
the ability to ban toxic substances and assert domestic biosafety and
genetically modified (GM) food labelling laws. All this could be
deemed ‘unfair trade’. For instance, the nonlabelling of GM foods
could benefit US companies.

Some consumers also worry about the manipulation of foods at the fundamental DNA level. Genetic modification
would add new proteins. The quality of testing is also questioned. Many worry about the issues of bioaccumulation,
compatibility, sideeffects and allergies.

Food industry news in recent weeks has been replete with GM-sensitive news; an impor tant retail
association has promised not to sell GM seafood, while a US GM wheat scare led to impor t bans by several
countries.

US expects record soybean output in 2014
The USDA said on April 12, 2013 that US soybean reserves may double before the
2014 harvest. Production will rebound from three straight years of drought; and
reserves on Aug 31, 2014 are projected at 265 million bushels, up from 125 million
bushels expected this year.

‘Soybean futures are down 26% since reaching a record US$17.89 in September on
forecasts for record output in Brazil, the world’s top shipper of the oilseed, and
Argentina, the leading exporter of soybean-based animal feed and cooking oil.’
(Bloomberg.com, June 13, 2013)

A day earlier, Bloomberg had reported: ‘Soybeans are now in a bear market along with corn and wheat. The surge
from as low as US$4.98 in 2005 spurred farmers worldwide to add acreage, increasing supply … Producers in Brazil
and Argentina reaped the most soybean ever in early 2013, capping a 54% expansion in combined output in a
decade …’

“We are going from a barren cupboard to abundant supplies in a very short time. Seven years of extremely high
prices has spurred global production that will lead to several years of rising supplies and lower prices,” AgResource
Co was quoted as saying.

The USDA’s June 14 report predicts lower EU27 rapeseed production as wet weather has hampered sowing and
yields, despite good price incentives. A smaller crop may tighten stocks to a sixyear low of 1.2 million tonnes,
compared to 1.4 million tonnes for 2012/13.
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Biofuels

T

he discussion about the amendment of the EU’s
Renewable Energy Directive (RED) is an example par
excellence of how difficult it is to adjust a certain
regulative or policy regime in Europe once it has been established.
Over the last few years, there has been a controversial debate
on the effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability of the EU’s
renewable energy strategy in general and on the issue of
biofuels in particular. Initially, so went the claim by the EU, the
RED was designed as one pillar in the EU’s strategy to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) in order to combat the
phenomenon of (anthropogenic) climate change. The
substitution of fossil fuels by biofuels, so went the underlying
argumentation, could help to increase the share of renewable
sources of energy in the transportation sector and therefore to
reduce overall GHG emissions.
This reasoning received strong support not only from the
majority of political parties but also farmers, the emerging
biofuels industry and other interest groups such as the
(German) car industry:
J .?:2?@5.C2/2;236AA213?<:.;2D.;1?29.A6C29F?296./92
source of income and subsidies.

J )52/6<3B29@6;1B@A?F2E=2?62;0213B9:6;.;A4?<DA5?.A2@
which would have been unimaginable without suppor tive
measures. (By the way, the introduction of the mandatory
blending is probably the most powerful supportive measure
and even more effective than direct subsidies.)
J @=206.99FA522?:.;0.?6;1B@A?FD290<:21A52'@
regulation because it offered a possibility to greenwash
the energy consumption of their premium car fleets and to
avoid further mandatory emission reduction targets (e.g. VDA
2009, 2013)
Given these motives by very different interest groups and the
very design of the RED, it is no conspiracy theory to claim that
the EU’s renewable energy policy is in large part industrial and
agricultural policy rather than climate policy. And, as a matter of
fact, it has never been environmental policy.
Creation of a huge artificial market
The introduction of supportive measures for biofuels at the
national level and along the RED has created and boosted a
huge artificial market at the cost of European consumers and
taxpayers, as well as political conflicts with certain interest
groups. In the face of the volume of the market for biofuels, it is
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no wonder that any announcement of even a slight change of
the regulatory and supportive regime creates an outcry among
the domestic stakeholders concerned.
The latest proposals by the European Commission (EC) and the
European Parliament for instance have caused much criticism by
and – not least – further uncertainties for almost any European
stakeholder concerned, while reinforcing protectionist features
of the policy.
- The (traditional) biofuels industry worries that a major basis
for its business might get lost.
- European farmers are afraid of losing financial support and a
comparably secure part of their production portfolio.
- Environmental groups are criticising the proposals for not
providing enough incentives for a sustainable way of producing
biofuels.
- Producers of next generation biofuels claim that the proposals
do not offer enough support for their products.
One could easily extend this list.
In the light of these conflicting interests, one cannot be surprised
by the very different propositions and results of the many
studies and reports on biofuels. However, the uncertainties
about the effectiveness, efficiency
and sustainability of biofuels are
not just simply due to a certain
bias of the reports that have been
published over the last few years.
In some research papers
(Pehnelt and Vietze 2012,
2013a,b) we find a high degree
of uncertainty about the GHG
emissions performance of biofuels
even if land-use change – let it be
direct or indirect – is not taken into
account, favouring less sustainable
biofuel feedstocks to gain support from
key domestic constituencies.
European rapeseed biodiesel
Rapeseed biodiesel for instance only fulfills the sustainability
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criteria of the RED in the case of above-average yields per hectare
and comparably efficient technologies in the subsequent
production process. Rapeseed coming from rather unproductive
fields does not reach the GHG emission savings target proposed
by RED even given – in other respects – a very efficient supply
chain. As a matter of fact, not every litre of biofuel produced in the
EU can be referred to as ‘sustainable’ in the sense of RED.
This is the result of our long-time research on biofuels. Our last paper
(Pehnelt and Vietze 2013b) is based on Pehnelt and Vietze (2012), but
considers more current input/output data and the helpful responses
from scientists and peer groups to the previous paper. This fruitful
scientific discussion has contributed to further strengthening the
methodologies and conclusions we are able to reach.
Apart from these updated data and assumptions, we rely on the
production process discussed in Pehnelt and Vietze (2012) and
use the inventory data specified there. Background data for the
whole biodiesel production chain are according to the
background data proposed by the RED and used by the EU’s JRC.
In this paper we calculated further scenarios based on different
– and more volatile – input/output values as suggested by
scientific studies (e.g. Crutzen et al. 2007) as well as the
rapeseed industry (e.g. Brünning 2012). As in all studies we
followed a conservative approach, meaning that our input values
represented the lower band of most scientific assumptions.
For instance, in each scenario 27kg N-fertiliser of the applied input
is credited in the plantation step, as some N-mass in the soil and
crop residues can be used for the following crops in a rotation
scheme that results in far lower GHG emissions. In order to provide
the highest possible transparency we calculated and published the
GHG emissions of every step of the rapeseed biodiesel production
chain and provided a list of all inputs used in our calculations and
corresponding data sources (Pehnelt and Vietze 2013b).
For all of our scenarios, we calculated the GHG emission savings
potential of refined rapeseed oil as the GHG emission savings
potential of rapeseed oil based transportation biodiesel (FAME)
according to RED and by using common esterification
technologies. This is why we offer two GHG emission savings
values regarding the respective fossil fuel comparators.
First, we compared the GHG emissions of rapeseed biodiesel to
the emission value of fossil diesel as stated by the EU Directive (EU
2009). Second, we calculated values for the GHG savings potential

of rapeseed biodiesel to current LCA of fossil fuel emissions, as
applied by Silva et al. (2006) and CONCAWE et al. (2006).
In our current paper (Pehnelt and Vietze 2013b) we calculated
in sum 28 scenarios regarding Germany, Poland and Romania,
distinguishing between different N2O field emissions and
esterification methodologies respectively.
In our standard scenario, we used the average yield in Germany
in the period 2006-2010. As in all scenarios, the energy content
of rapeseed cake and glycerine is considered as a by-product.
For esterification, the EU’s standard value of the accordant GHG
emissions is applied.
The results indicate that GHG emission savings of German
rapeseed biodiesel are around the EU’s 35% threshold. More
precisely, the GHG emissions of the production of rapeseed
biodiesel (FAME) are estimated with 55.12g CO2eq per MJ
FAME, resulting in a GHG emission savings value of 34.2%
compared with the RED (EU 2009) fossil fuel comparator. That
fails the EU-sustainable threshold. It achieves a savings value of
36.9% only when
relying on a current
comparator of fossil
fuel emissions (Silva et al. 2006)
and CONCAWE et al. 2006).
When using more current
production values for the
transesterification stage (WTT
Appendix 1 (v3) according to Pehnelt
and Vietze 2013a) the GHG emission savings of
rapeseed biodiesel are more favourable. The GHG emission
savings of rapeseed biodiesel lie between 38.1% and 40.6%
respectively. In this case German rapeseed biodiesel easily
reaches the EU 35% threshold, but still failed to reach the 50%
threshold which will enter into force in 2017.
More interestingly, we evaluated the variance of the German
rapeseed yields. Using the five-year high (4,286.7kg RS/ha/year in
2009) and low (3,436.6kg RS/ha/year in 2007) of German rapeseed
plantation yields we found the results to be mixed. The GHG
emission savings values ranged between 30.7% (low plantation
yields, esterification step and fossil fuel comparator according to
RED EU (2009)) and 44% (high plantation yields,WTT (Pehnelt and
Vietze 2013a) esterification step, and fossil fuel comparator
according to Silva et al. (2006) and CONCAWE et al. (2006).

These estimations illustrated a volatility of 43.3% between best and
worst case scenarios and the resulting plantation yields and
emission savings. However, even in the best case the 50% threshold
that will enter into force in 2017 under RED will not be reached.
In further scenarios, we assessed the GHG emissions of Polish
rapeseed. Using the five-year average of Polish rapeseed FAME
production using assumptions on the GHG emissions of the
esterification process according to the EU (2009), we obtained an
emission savings value of 22.5% and 25.6% respectively, depending
on the fossil fuel estimator. When relying on WTT esterification
technology, somewhat better results can be reached (26.1% fossil
comparator I; and 29.1% fossil comparator II). In none of the
scenarios for Poland was the 35% threshold reached.
And simulating a supply chain starting with Romanian rapeseed
plantation, emission savings values fall far below the 35%
threshold. Even when calculating with
modern esterification technologies
(scenario 9) the GHG
emission
savings
values are 23.2%
(comparator I) and
26.3% (comparator II).
Using the esterification values
according to the EU (2009) as
done in scenario 10, the GHG
emission savings decline to 19.7%
compared to the fossil fuel
comparator according to RED (EU 2009).
When comparing with fossil fuel emissions as
suggested by Silva et al. (2006) and CONCAWE et al.
(2006) the results are slightly better but still way below the 35%
threshold (Pehnelt and Vietze 2013b).
Our newest research project is on rapeseed biodiesel from UK
plantations. First results indicate that GHG emission savings of
rapeseed biodiesel produced in the UK are slightly inferior to German
rapeseed biodiesel, meaning that in a standard scenario British
producers fail to meet the EU threshold. In this respect it is astonishing
that the UK government is also supporting the EU biofuels policy.
Additional element of uncertainty
If further parameters such as the nitrous oxide, N2O (or
laughing gas) emissions in the field are taken into account in the
calculations of the GHG emissions performance of biofuels, one
ends up with a tremendous range of the results.
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Direct and indirect GHG emissions due to N2O field effluents
from N-fertilisers are very important when it comes to the
GHG performance of agriculture. With 298 times more global
warming potential than CO2, N2O has a much higher potential
greenhouse effect than any other GHG (default value in RED,
EU 2009).
Human activities are supposed to be responsible for about 30%
of the global N2O emissions. According to Wuebbles (2009),
the largest human-related N2O source (67%) comes from
agricultural practices and activities, including the production of
nitrogen-fixing crops and the use of synthetic and organic
fertilisers
(application
of
livestock manure).
The extent of biogenic N2O
emissions is subject to
considerable debate (Reijnders
and Huijbregts 2008). These
emissions occur irrespective of
whether the applied form of
nitrogen is organic (manure,
harvest residue biological
fixation) or inorganic N (artificial
fertiliser) (Haberl et al. 2012).
The overall factor is estimated to be between 1.18% (Bouwman
et al. 2002) and 5% of applied N-fertilisers and N in crop
residues (Crutzen et al. 2007, 2008, Smith et al. 2012), with the
IPCC’s (2006) estimates (1.3%) ranging at the lower bound.
According to Reay et al. (2012) the direct and indirect emission
estimates by the IPCC (2006) do not cover subsequent
recycling of the added nitrogen and resulting N2O emissions.
Instead these are covered by additional IPCC emission factors
such as those for crop residues, manure and sewage nitrogen.

We calculated four different scenarios for rapeseed cultivation in
Germany, Poland and Romania respectively. Relying on very good
soil and weather conditions in connection with perfect field
management, we derived scenarios with 80% of the IPCC (2006)
N2O field emissions estimates. Besides the average scenarios
(strictly according to IPCC 2006), scenarios with the maximum
(high N2O EF) and with semi-maximum N2O field emissions
(medium N2O EF) as suggested by IPCC (2006) were calculated.
The last scenario is closer to current research findings on N2O
field emissions (e.g. Crutzen et al. 2007, 2008; Smith et al. 2012).
The calculations showed a broad range of results. Precisely,
results on GHG emission
savings ranged from a clear
fulfilment of the RED threshold
(low N2O EF) to strongly
negative values (high N2O EF).
Our findings resulted in 44.12%
GHG emission savings if
considering 80% of the
standard N2O emissions factor
suggested by IPCC (2006
(German best case) to -29.1%
(Romanian worst case).
These results indicate the high possibility of negative GHG
emission savings meaning that under unfavourable conditions
(e.g. very high N2O field emissions) rapeseed biofuels may
cause even more GHG emissions than fossil diesel, and depart
significantly from current official GHG emission estimates
claimed by the EC.

More current estimates by Crutzen et al. (2007, 2008) and Smith
et al. (2012) take a different approach ('top-down') suggesting
that the combined direct and indirect emissions are 3-5% of the
fixed nitrogen added. However, there is some uncertainty since
local conditions may significantly affect local conversion rates
(Mosier et al. 1998, Reijnders and Huijbregts 2008).

Palm biodiesel a better alternative?
Perennial woody coppice species such as the oil palm have more
favourable climate impacts (Crutzen et al. 2007), as these crops
have a lesser N demand. Thamsiriroj and Murphy (2009) show
that oilseed rape requires 147.4% of the fertiliser input (per
energy output) required for oil palm cultivation. This is due to
the fact that oilseed rape needs annual fertilisers not only for the
fruit but also to encourage growth of roots and stems, whereas
perennial crop species need fertilisers solely to build fruits and
new leaves.

Hence, in most of our current calculations (Pehnelt and Vietze
2013b), we used the same methodology and standard values as
the IPCC (2006); calculated with the Biograce (2012) model.

Hence, regarding palm biodiesel, a completely different picture
emerges. Using the calculation scheme proposed by the RED
and current input and output data of non-European biofuels
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production, we derive a more realistic (and favourable) overall
GHG emission savings value for palm biodiesel.
We calculated different scenarios in which reliable data on the
production conditions (and the related emission values during
the production chain) of palm biodiesel are used. The results
indicate values for the GHG emission savings potential of
palm biodiesel that are not only above the 19% default and
36% typical value published in RED, but also above the 35%
sustainable threshold. Overall, our more accurate GHG
emission savings value for palm oil transportation biodiesel
relying on average production conditions is calculated
between 38.5% and 41%, depending on the fossil fuel
comparator (Pehnelt and Vietze 2013a). This does not even
account for the far more favourable savings for palm biodiesel
produced with methane capture, which already meet the
graduated threshold for sustainable biofuels of 50% set to
come into effect in 2017.
(Rather not) surprisingly, the EU (2009) default value of 19%
GHG emission savings for palm oil is below the EU threshold,
resulting in a de facto import embargo for non-European
biodiesel producers. This shows clearly that the EU’s biofuels
policy is not environmental policy but a kind of trade protection
instead.
Black-box approach to ILUC?
What we conclude from our research is the fact that any
‘average’, ‘standard’ or ‘default’ value for the GHG emissions
performance of certain biofuels cannot be justified. Field and
supply-chain specific analysis seems to be the only way to prove
and guarantee a sufficient degree of ‘sustainability’ of biofuels.
However, this is very expensive, inconvenient and can be
unaffordable, especially for small producers and suppliers.
Therefore, any regulation that implements standard (cropspecific) factors bears the risk of creating wrong incentives and
major conflicts. This is, for instance, very much the case for
indirect land-use change (ILUC) factors as proposed by French
Rapporteur Corinne Lepage (Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Food Safety of the European Parliament)
(European Parliament 2013). Although the proposal recognises
the need for investment security by exempting existing
installations from such regulation for a couple of years, it
creates huge additional uncertainties and the risk of endless
lawsuits.

On the one hand, it is a good sign that the EU seems to be
willing to address the shortcomings of the current biofuel
regulation by taking into account some of the doubts concerning
its sustainability. On the other hand, the current proposals
contain very complicated definitions and vague estimates that
are not based on sound and sufficiently backed research, and risk
further undermining industry and consumer confidence in the
system.
Theoretically, the phenomenon of ILUC cannot be dismissed.
Any activity in the context of tradable goods that is associated
with land use may create indirect effects on land use
elsewhere. Biofuel production is prone to this phenomenon. By
trend, the eco-balance of biofuels is affected negatively if ILUC
is taken into account. But estimating the concrete mode of
action, scale and scope of certain activities with respect to
indirect effects on land use on a global scale is very ambitious
and cannot be done with a sufficient degree of certainty on the
basis of existing methods.
Using inexact ‘guestimates’ as a basis for the regulation of
markets or single products comes with a high risk – both with
respect to the correct policies and incentives and within the
framework of (international) trade and competition law; it
creates an additional risk for European biofuel producers and
reflects the difficulty of applying a theory to regulation. Because
of these uncertainties regarding the reasons and effects of ILUC
it is not possible to calculate realistic scenarios.
It is nevertheless necessary to adjust the RED and the whole
renewable energy strategy in order to prevent wrong incentives,
enhance overall efficiency, assure a sufficient level of sustainability,
encourage innovation, and provide security for investors and
consumers.
But given the very different interests involved, the high level of
scientific uncertainty and the somewhat hysterical discussion,
one should not hope for a satisfying and politically opportune
solution in the near future.
Gernot Pehnelt & Christoph Vietze

A version of this article was first published in the French monthly magazine
Environment et Technique.
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As the story goes, the legendary oil tycoon of the early 20th
century, HL Hunt was asked what his formula for success was.
He answered: “Decide what it is you want, figure out the price
you are prepared to pay in order to get it, and finally ... decide to
pay that price.”
It’s great advice for life in general, but it is extremely good advice
for marketers who want to build their brand. The fact of the
matter is that marketing, like almost anything else in the
commercial world, has a price. The thing is how to decide what
that price is. It’s a decision that is at the heart of any branding,
across a range of products and it applies across a range of

general. A good candidate for the edible oils and fats industry

brands from cars, to fizzy drinks, to edible oils.

is Procter & Gamble. This is partly because they are almost
universally regarded as a super marketing company with a

In fact, out of all the complex decisions facing edible oil

wide range of well-known brands (from Crest toothpaste, to

companies, one of the simplest (on the face of it, at least) is: how

Pampers diapers, to Oil of Olay creams, to Gillette razors);

many dollars should we budget for our marketing spend for the

partly because they are in that category of ‘frequently

next 12 months?

consumed low-price items’; and partly because they are a big
consumer of many oils and fats – and hence fairly close to the

The answer, of course, is a single number. The tricky bit is finding

industry.

a logical way of getting to that single number; preferably in a way
that makes you feel that you’ve got a reasonable chance that

So, what does their marketing spend look like?

you’ve picked the right one!
In 1987 Procter & Gamble had a worldwide turnover of US$12
Later on, after you’ve picked your number, you then have the

billion, and of that figure 8.2% was their marketing budget. So, at

interesting task of finding the best way of getting the most from

first glance, their marketing budget is a massive chunk of cash.

your marketing budget – that’s definitely where things get

The interesting thing is, as the years went by, not only did the

complicated again.

amount of cash for the marketing budget increase in dollar
terms, it also increased as a percentage.

Picking a number
A reasonably sensible starting point is to look around, and see

By 2012 Procter & Gamble’s turnover had risen to US$84

what seems to be working out there in the market place in

billion, and their marketing budget had risen to 11.2%
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(Advertising Age, Oct 29, 2012). Whichever way you look at it,

additionally, it is hard to know what to factor in for the large

we’re talking about marketing as a big financial investment.

number of people who donate their time to Greenpeace on a
voluntary basis for no pay.

So, the message is clear: if you want to get your brand to have high
visibility in the marketplace, you’d better be prepared to pay.

Putting all the above facts together means Greenpeace is a force
to be reckoned with. This is the case, not only in terms of human

Next, how are we supposed to relate this information to the

resources and cash, but also in terms of energy and volunteers

world of edible oils and fats? To begin with, edible oils and fats

– even allowing for the fact that campaigning against

(which, for the most part, sell business-to-business) are a

deforestation, and the planting of oil palm trees, are not the only

different kind of industry from Procter & Gamble’s (which sells

areas that they focus on.

mostly to the general public). So, is a direct comparison a fair
guide? Probably not. Even so, it is a fairly relevant starting point

Turning to the broader world of branding and seeing how folks

because the consumer industry has a comparable level of

pick a marketing budget, there are quite a large number of data

technology in its products, and companies like Procter & Gamble

sources. One that I quite like, which reflects what I have found

are a customer of the edible oil industry’s products.

in my 25 years experience is www.frog-dog.com, (yes, the
website name is a bit on the quirky and memorable side in

Now that we’ve started with the consumers of the oils industry,

itself...) and they suggest the following guidelines for picking a

who else could there be? An obvious choice for most marketers

budget:

would be to make a comparison with competitors. But in the
case of the oils and fats industry, the competition isn’t as

- 5% of turnover for maintenance of an established brand

straightforward as it is in other industries. For Procter & Gamble,

- 10% of turnover to grow a pre-existing brand and grow
market share

the main competition is almost always Unilever. With Coca Cola
the main competition is mainly Pepsi.

- 50% of turnover for a new product or brand launch

But who are the competitors for the oils and fats industry in

These are figures which apply to the average of all industries.

general? By that, I don’t necessarily mean other edible

Higher than this would be some of the pharmaceutical

commodities. It could mean anyone who is
fighting for public opinion in the same area. The
one candidate here that most oil producers talk
to me about would be Greenpeace. They
frequently put highly effective anti-palm oil
campaigns together. And their effect on public
thinking

is

demonstrably

high. Although

Greenpeace is a very different organisation from
Procter & Gamble, they both spend large
amounts of money on marketing – anything from
posters to paying for TV advertising slots.
How much? Well, according to Wikipedia, in 2011
Greepeace’s turnover was Euros 236.9 million –
money that comes in from donations and which
goes out in various campaigns. On top of this,
there are their human resources – a staff of
2,400. Not quite as big as Procter & Gamble’s
marketing effort, but sizeable nonetheless. And
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companies who invest heavily both in R&D as well as marketing.

The financial website

Commodities generally go lower than the average because

Motley Fool puts Coca

people buy these purely on price.

Cola’s marketing budget
up to US$11 billion for

Talking of commodities...

2012. If somebody like

Before we can answer the question ‘What should be the

Coca Cola think you’ve

marketing budget for the oils and fats industry?’ we really need

got to spend that kind

to answer another question: ‘Are oils and fats products

of money on branding

commodities?’

(and for the most
established brand in

In one sense they are, because bulk prices are quoted in the

the world at that)

daily newspapers, same as gold, copper or sugar. But in another

you’ve got to listen to

sense they aren’t because cooking oils have different prices in

them.

the supermarket, different brand names and different packaging.
If cooking oils were truly commodities, then packaging and

Coming back to the

labelling would be the same: the cheapest.

brand versus commodity
debate, in any business,

A second argument could be that oils and fats are not

the decision as to whether

commodities because they aren’t one single chemical substance

you are selling a ‘brand’ or a

(unlike gold, silver or copper). They are identified by source and

‘commodity’ is

purity, not to mention that they are a complex blend of different

decision you make on your own. Hoping that the market will

fatty acids, processed to make different grades.

help you out and tell you, often won’t help you very much.

A third point, which would put oil crops into less of a

If Procter & Gamble cut their marketing budget, the

commodity and more of a brand, would be the emerging areas

chances are the public won’t protest in the streets. And, if

of specialised high-value products such as nutra-ceuticals.

they commoditise it fur ther, by dropping their prices, then

largely

a

the chances are the public won’t protest about that either!
By contrast, I’d suggest looking at Coca Cola, which most people

But it will erode the brand, and buyers will buy more on

would put as one of the biggest brands in the world. Yet as a

price.

product that people drink, it is, by weight, almost entirely two
things: sugar and water. And you don’t get much more of a

If we want marketing budgets to be say 11% of sales to match

commodity than those!

Procter & Gamble (mostly with mature and well established
consumer products, by the way) and zero for a total commodity,

So, in terms of chemical composition, Coca Cola is more of a

then you have your range.The next step (back to Hunt) is paying

commodity than any edible oil, the simplest of which contains

the price.

half a dozen different chemical items. It’s partly the tiny amount
of flavouring that makes Coca Cola a brand, but more to the

Murky world of lobbying

point, it was the decision of the Coca Cola Corporation to

A discussion on marketing budgets for the oils and fats

spend cash on making it a brand that made it into being one.

industry would not be complete without a quick mention on
lobbying. Lobbying is important because of how prices and

It’s no surprise that the numbers support this claim. In 2010

sales volumes of edible oils are largely dictated by government

Coca Cola’s sales were US$35 billion, with US$2.9 billion being

policies on taxes (or duties) and trade tariffs. And how these

their marketing budget (Business Insider, June 9, 2011). And if you

government policies take shape are almost always influenced

think that’s a lot of money, then think again…

by lobby groups.
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Needless to say, information on this area is hard to get. After all,

there (“from the horse’s mouth”, as they say). And I caught the

no agricultural crop would be keen to have people know how

following from a TV programme in the UK called Decisive

much they spend on lobbying. But there is some information

Weapons which mostly focused on the Harrier aircraft that the

around:

UK forces used. To add credibility, both British and Argentine
pilots were interviewed.

- www.acgf.org gives some data on the American Corn Growers
Association, but for the crop in total (i.e. not separating corn

As the UK ships left, there was one big problem facing them:

oil from other corn products)

the Argentine air force had over 200 aircraft, whilst the
British had just 20. And to make matters worse, the

- Business Week occasionally gives data (for example, on Sept

Argentines had largely super fast and super modern French

18, 2012, it published that in 2010 the Corn Refiners Association

Mirage jets. Against this, the British had the rather old

had a budget of US$27.3 million)

Harrier jump jets, which had half the speed of the Mirages.
But the Harriers were used because they were the only

- www.opensecrets.org gives a long list of declared lobby funding

planes that could be put on an aircraft carrier at that time,

donors (Cargill Inc has given around US$1.5 million per year

because of UK defence cuts limiting big aircraft carriers with

for the past five years to lobbying activities, and the confectionery

faster jets.

company Mars gives around US$2.5 million)
Contrary to most people’s expectations, from the first day of
But please just regard those above numbers as a very

fighting the Harriers were shooting down Argentine planes, at

approximate indication of what is going on in the world of

no losses to themselves. By the end of the conflict, not only had

lobbying. Also, it might just be the tip of the iceberg, not to

the Argentines lost, but the losses of aircraft were totally one-

mention the fact that overall numbers don’t tell us how much an

sided. The Argentines had 23 aircraft shot down air-to-air and

association spends on just running the administration of its

9 shot in air-to-ground attacks, whilst the number of Harriers

members, versus publicity campaigns for the benefit of policy

shot down was zero. This was partly due to the skill levels of

makers in government.

the British pilots, partly due to the manoeuvrability of the
Harrier in flight, and partly due to the Argentine commanders

Lobbying is, almost by definition, a murky world where lobbyists prefer

telling their pilots to not engage Harriers, but instead focus on

to keep a low profile. By contrast, the earlier figures of commercial

the ships.

companies with their budgets are easy to get (in fact, I rather suspect
big companies are proud of how big their budgets are…).

The interesting bit was a summary comment on that last
above point from the British pilot Commander Nigel

Back to the topic of paying the price to build a brand, a good

‘Sharkey’ Ward who said: “If they’d gone all out to shoot down

example of the “pain incurred by not paying the price” is from a

Harriers, and accepted five downed planes for every Harrier

completely different area of human activity – a military one at that.

loss, then they would have had total air supremacy and the
war would have been over in a week, and the UK would have

The Falklands conflict

lost.”

On April 2, 1982, the Argentine military invaded the Falklands
Islands (or, if you are Argentine: the Malvinas). Then British Prime

You’ve got to know when, even if it’s painful, it’s still best to pay

Minister Margaret Thatcher made the decision to respond with

the price.

military force by sending a task-force of ships to kick out the
Argentine forces.
The thing that makes this story so fascinating is that we can get

Dr Ian L Halsall

so much of it from video interviews of the people who were

Researcher & Author
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G

reenpeace and others of their ilk have been using viral
attacks on the social media against brands and
commodities to influence their agenda.

In March 2010, Greenpeace launched a viral attack against
Nestle, criticising its use of palm oil from companies that are
allegedly destroying Indonesian rainforests. The campaign
included a video in which an office worker opened a Kit Kat
chocolate bar only to find an orang utan’s finger in the red
wrapping and a call to Greenpeace’s Twitter followers to “attack”
the Swiss company’s Facebook fan page.

new BP logo that, according to the organisation’s website, is
“more suitable for their dirty business”.
The competition garnered over 2,000 entries, including a design
that suggested BP stands for ‘Black Planet’, to images of oilcoated birds and fish. Greenpeace is leaving the winner up to the
public, who can vote for the best logo redesign.
In addition, Greenpeace recently released a ‘Scam Wow!’
informercial parody of the ‘ShamWow!’ super towel, targeting BP
and other oil companies that need a quick-fix solution to their
ecological disasters.

Thousands of social media users posted comments criticising the
company’s practices and posted altered logos, like one that
replaced Kit Kat with ‘Killer’. Nestle, unprepared for the influx of
criticism, said it is now committed to using only Certified
Sustainable Palm Oil by 2015.

Gloating over the success of these attacks and noting Nestle’s
eventual capitulation on the issue, Laura Kenyon, Greenpeace
International’s online marketing and promotions specialist,
vowed more such attacks in an interview with Forbes Magazine.

Following BP’s massive oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, Greenpeace
orchestrated another attack. It challenged the public to design a

She said: “The video reached over 1.5 million people, over
300,000 of whom directly contacted Nestlé CEO Paul Bulcke via
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e-mail, and a countless number of people took up the cause on
Facebook providing a steady stream of criticism on Nestlé’s
infamous Facebook fan page.”
She went on to point out the resources at Greenpeace’s
disposal: “We have 28 offices worldwide and people working on
the social media aspect of communications in most of these
offices, most often in addition to another role. The number of
people working in each office varies, but together we have a
very effective global team.”
Five-step action plan
So how do brands respond when faced with a viral attack such
as the kind launched against Nestle and BP by Greenpeace?
According to Matthew Gain, Director of Consumer Brand and
Digital Marketing at Edelman’s Australia, it would help to have a
good action plan in place.
1. Create a response plan
Every organisation will have a bad day in social media.
Irrespective of how well your leaders run your organisation or
how much people love your brand, there will be a time when
you do something that upsets people.
The first step of any social media activism response is to create
a plan in advance. Prepare for all potential issues ahead of time
and create responses suitable for a variety of social platforms.
Create a comment traffic system and escalation procedures
across all social media channels so you can quickly send negative
comments to the PR and corporate affairs team. These teams
can then send the comments to others, if necessary.
2. Engage with the source
Identify the sources convincing people to go to your social

profiles and engage with them directly.This will be more effective
than engaging with every individual who comments on your
page. This engagement shows your willingness to address
activists' concerns.
Change.org is an example of a site dedicated to building a
movement against brands and organisations online. Change.org
has representatives all over the world, and in the past has been
open to correcting misinformation posted on its site. It also
quickly communicates with its members once an organisation
makes a change.
3. Don't stick your head in the sand
Be transparent with your community on the channels the
protestors use to attack you. If activists showed up outside one
of your storefronts, you would take their concerns seriously.
In most cases your social media presence is much more visible
than any storefront or office block. Take protestors' comments
seriously and make commitments to investigate their concerns
or provide more information.
4. Be timely
An hour is a long time in the social media world. Respond to
your community as quickly as possible. Silence will suggest you
are trying to spin the situation.
Use holding statements if an instant answer is not possible.
Confirm you are investigating further and let the community
know when it can expect an update.
5. Listen and respond
There is no magic number of negative comments that denotes
when a company should change its policy, but you should take
any considerable number of negative comments seriously.
Comments on Facebook and other social presences are like a
barometer of your customers' feelings toward your brand and
products. Only a fool doesn't listen to his customers (see
Edelman Digital blog).
LS Sya
Brand Specialist
LondonBrandmagic
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Risk Management 1.01
Why manage market risk?
Palm oil companies often face significant market

consuming or using the commodity as part of the

exposures and challenges as a result of volatile

manufacturing process.

prices. Drastic changes in price are fuelled by factors
like population growth, climate change, fiscal policy

- CPO producers are at risk of declining prices. They

change and the flow of funds. This, in turn, has a

have production costs that are normally stable and

direct impact on company performance.

cannot afford to allow prices to slip below break-even
point.

Price volatility has reached unprecedented levels
over the last 10 years and this trend is likely to stay

- Palm oil refiners who use CPO as feedstock have

(Figure 1). Although the volatility in percentage terms

essentially two price risks: the risk of increasing

does not look alarming, the likely fluctuation in price in

CPO prices and the risk of declining prices of refined

absolute dollar terms is more significant now due to

products. The combination of the two dictates the

the structural shift in price to higher level. Companies

refiner’s profit margin.

therefore need to consider fundamental changes to
their business practice by having in place a
consistent approach to managing market risks.

- Food manufacturers face the risk of surging raw
material prices that will increase production costs
which cannot be passed on immediately to end-

Market risk refers to the uncertainty of future market

consumers.

values caused by the fluctuation in the prices of
commodities. Volatility not only creates significant

Historical volatility is the realised volatility of an asset

uncertainty for producers, but also for those

or instrument over a given period of time. Figure 2
shows the percentage change in
CPO price on an annualised
basis for the last 10 years. Note
that it bottomed in early 2013 and
is again on its way up. The mean
of volatility for the corresponding
period is 25%. Taking a ballpark
CPO price of RM2,400 per tonne,
25% volatility would translate to a
possible price fluctuation range
of RM600.
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market to the financial market
(Figure 3). It is essentially a
process of managing the effects
of price volatility by utilising a
financial product to offset the risk
faced in the physical market. It is
based on the principle that
physical prices and derivative
prices tend to move up and
down

together,

though

not

necessary identically.

Objectives of risk management
Before the initiation of a risk management
programme, one has to ask several questions.
Can the risk be identified? And can the risk be
quantified? If the answers are ‘yes’ to both, then
very likely the risk can be managed.

There are several objectives to having a risk
management programme. Ultimately, one wants
to manage price volatility that may adversely
affect the performance of the company.
Shareholders often require the assurance that
the management understands the market risks it
faces and is properly managing these risks.

The management must be ready and equipped
to lock in forward prices when the time is right to

protect its annual budget (Figure 4). There must
also be an avenue for the trading/marketing unit
Hedging is a term frequently used when one

to protect profit margin by locking in the procurement

implements a market risk management programme. It

and sale transactions to eliminate uncertainly. This will

allows the company to transfer risk from the physical

help optimise the use of production capacity.
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It is also important that the
management has some control
over stabilising its financials.
Drastic change in commodity
price can make or break a
company’s financials. Investors
and bankers are often in favour of
companies with stable income and
cash

flow.

proactively

Companies
and

that

effectively

manage their risk will be in a
position to gain a competitive

edge over those that do not.

There are three platforms of risk
management:

A (:/697/@:0*(35,*(5)<@
or sell forward contracts transacted
through regular suppliers or buyers

A ?*/(5.,;9(+,+<;<9,:(5+
7;065:*65;9(*;;9(+,+65
69.(50:,+,?*/(5.,:,.<9:(
(3(@:0(

A =,9;/,*6<5;,9#<:;640:,+
:>(7:67;065:(5+:;9<*;<9,:
;9(+,+)03(;,9(33@:64,#:(9,
*3,(9,+;/96<./(5,?*/(5.,
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Many palm oil companies recognise the benefits and

Without a proper risk management plan, you do not

importance of putting a proper risk management

manage risk. If you are assuming risk, you are

programme in place. Unfortunately, they do not give it

essentially speculating.

the focus that it deserves, due to lack of resources
and know-how. Companies that have yet to place

In the next article, we will discuss what goes into a good

management of market risk at the top of their agenda

risk management plan, also known as the blueprint.

may be unnecessarily exposing themselves to
disaster.

Ryan Long
Senior Risk Manager
FCStone Asia Pte Ltd

These materials represent the opinions and viewpoints of the author and do not necessarily reflect the viewpoints and trading strategies
employed by FCStone Asia Pte Ltd and its subsidiaries. Sources of information believed to be reliable were used in preparing such
observations, and no guarantee or representation regarding the accuracy of those sources has been made. FCStone Asia Pte Ltd and its
subsidiaries are not responsible for any redistribution of this material by third parties.

Nutrition
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T

he kidneys are vital organs that perform
many functions to keep the blood clean
and chemically balanced. Their most

widely known function is to filter body wastes,
including drugs and toxins. These are excreted
in the urine, the mixture of water and waste
products produced in the kidney.

Urine has various wastes dissolved in it. When
there is too much waste in too little liquid, crystals
begin to form. The crystals attract other elements
and join together to form a solid (or stone) that will
get larger unless it is passed out of the body.

The formation of kidney stones – deposits of mineral or organic

Dehydration increases the concentration of minerals and

substances – depends upon what types and amounts of excess

organic materials in the kidney distillate. Therefore, dehydration

substances are found in the urine. Their size may vary from that

will increase the tendency for crystals to form in the kidney

of tiny pebbles to walnuts.

distillate.

While genetics is an underlying factor in the incidence of kidney

The most common type of stone contains calcium, which is

stones, the main causes are (in many cases) related to the body’s

a normal part of a healthy diet. Calcium that is not used by

reaction to certain metabolic and chemical conditions. Men are

the bones and muscles goes to the kidneys. In most people,

about twice as likely to form kidney stones as women. Most

the kidneys flush out the extra calcium with the rest of the

people who experience one episode of kidney stones will

urine. People who have calcium stones keep the calcium in

experience another and many go on to have multiple

their kidneys. It joins with other waste products to form a

recurrences.

stone.

Urinary tract infections, kidney disorders such as cystic kidney

The most common combination is called calcium oxalate. The

diseases, and certain metabolic disorders such as hyper-

concentration of oxalate in the urine plays an important role in

parathyroidism are also linked to stone formation.

urolithiasis, the formation of calcium oxalate kidney stones.
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These stones are formed when oxalate (a by-product of certain

where the stone is located. The uretheroscope has a camera

foods like rhubarb, spinach, beets, peanuts, chocolate and sweet

that allows the doctor to see the stone. A cage is used to

potatoes) binds to calcium as urine is being made by the

catch the stone and pull it out, or the doctor may destroy it

kidneys.

with a device inserted through the uretheroscope.

Uric acid, a waste product from breakdown of protein may also

4 -&&$+-**1  ','*%#++%$$-,!&, (,!&,+

crystallise into stones in the urine. A uric acid stone may form

back and makes a narrow tunnel through the skin to the stone

when the urine contains too much acid. If you tend to form uric

inside the kidney.

acid stones, you may need to cut back on the amount of meat
you eat.

Reducing or eliminating intake of foods with high levels of stone
producing minerals can prevent worsening of the condition and

Removal of kidney stones

the formation of new stones.

Before treating a patient with kidney stones with diet and/or
pharmaceutical agents it is important to determine the type

Source: Health & Nutrition, Issue 151, March 2013

of crystals making up the stones. The chemical make-up of the
stones is useful in determining the proper course of
treatment.

To determine the type of stone, the patient is asked
to collect urine for a 24-hour period. These tests
will help the doctor determine the type of
kidney stones and find ways for the
patient to prevent stones in the
future.

These are the main ways of
removing kidney stones:
4  '#/.+  ','*&-+
machine to send shock waves directly to
the kidney stone. The shock waves break a
large stone into small stones that will pass
through the urinary system with urine.

4 *, *'+'(  !+$''#+$!#$'&/!*/ ! !+
inserted into the patient’s urethra; it passes it up
through the bladder, and is directed to the ureter
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ruit can be dried naturally or through use of
a machine, such as a food dehydrator. Raisins,
prunes, apricots, figs and dates are examples of
popular dried fruit. A handful of dried fruit can give an instant
energy boost, with vitamins and minerals too.
As a snack, dried fruit is vastly superior to junk foods, such as

Dried fruit will usually have more calories and sugar because

potato chips, pretzels, candy bars, and other unhealthy

the dehydration process removes much of the water

indulgences people reach for when they are hungry between

normally found in the fruit. That missing water would

meals.

normally make the fresh fruit larger than the dried fruit, so
there would be more pieces of dried fruit in the same

It helps to sweeten bland food without adding refined sugars.

serving size.

Small bits of dried fruit can be added to plain yogurt, oatmeal,
or wholegrain breakfast cereal, making it more palatable to

The carbohydrate, calories and mineral values of dried fruit are

young children – and others who would not be able to eat such

higher by weight than fresh fruit because of the removal of

foods otherwise.

water (dehydration). Flavour is stronger in dried fruit because of
this concentration.
While all dried fruit is good for you, dried plums are antioxidant
superstars, being among the highest fruit in total antioxidant
activity. Dried fruit also offer an excellent contribution for those
suffering from constipation as the high fibre content make them
a gentle laxative.

Source: Health & Nutrition, Issue 149-150, Jan-Feb 2013

This is an edited version of the article.
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T

he second part of this article describes a number of
technical advances that resulted in direct benefit to
the consumer. It concludes with a description of

advances in the domestic kitchen. The work of the homemaker
has been made easier, and at the same time the opportunities
for creativity have increased.
Fat processing and margarine
A shortage of butter for the army led the French government
to offer a prize for a successful alternative. This resulted in 1869
in a patent for ‘The preparation and production of certain new
animal fatty bodies’.
Monsieur Hippolyte Mège-Mouries processed fractionated beef fat
into a spreadable fat.The process was first commercialised in Holland,
and soon after in the UK and other countries. This ‘margarine’ was
appreciably cheaper than butter and over the years proved a great
success. Figure 1 shows early fat processing machinery.
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Like butter, margarine was legally required to have 80% fat
content. Nutritional concerns about obesity in the last 30 years
led to the development of spreads of lower fat content,
formulated with additives so that its texture was close to that of
margarine. Spreads are now available formulated with about 8%
of vegetable sterols, which inhibit the absorption of cholesterol
and are shown to reduce the blood cholesterol level. They
therefore reduce the risk of heart disease.
Heat treatment for milk
Milk is highly perishable and supply in good condition to the
growing cities became increasingly difficult. In 1866 Londoners
were supplied with an average of only one-sixth of a pint per
head, or somewhat less than 100ml. Some of this was obtained
from cows kept in crowded dairies within the town, often
situated in basements (Figure 2).
The situation only improved after heat treatment when Pasteur’s
findings became widespread late in the 19th century. Meanwhile
some sweetened condensed milk in cans was available, in effect
preserved by the high sugar content.
The development of the centrifuge in the 1870s enabled the
efficient separation of cream from milk. Figure 3 shows the first
centrifuge produced by Alpha Laval in Sweden. It has a
surprisingly modern appearance. Today centrifuges are a
universal piece of equipment throughout industry, especially
where oil is processed.
Fizzy drinks, glass bottles
The curative properties of natural carbonated spring water,
often also containing minerals, were generally recognised in the
18th century. They led to the development of spa towns, for
example Bath and Tunbridge Wells in England, and Vichy and
Marienbad in continental Europe.
The well-to-do were sent by their doctors to ‘take the cure’, often
to rectify digestive disorders from eating too much rich food. In
order to provide the benefit of carbonated waters to the less
well-heeled there was a need for a pressure-tight seal for a bottle.

pressure when the bottle was upright (Figure 4). The invention
was highly successful and was used in England until 1947

In 1870 Hiram Codd obtained a patent for a glass bottle sealed

although other seals were available by then. In its heyday the

by a small glass ball which was held into the neck by the gas

invention was seen as serious competition by the public house
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trade, which coined the denigrating term ‘Codd’s wallop’, still

is made by drying a coffee extract in one of several ways.

used today to describe a nonsensical opinion.

Evaporation on heated rollers is cheap, but loses the volatile
flavours. Better quality results from drying under high vacuum,

Convenience food

while the best method is by freeze-drying at low temperature

John Rouse of Oldham is credited with inventing ready-to-eat

and vacuum.

fish and chips in 1800, as the first convenience food. Soon there
were thousands of fish and chip shops across the country and

Ice cream, universally popular, was widely available by 1919,

their popularity continues to the present day, despite very

made by small local manufacturers. The introduction of efficient

diversified competition. An early development was a mobile

machinery (scraped surface heat exchangers) from America led

fryer on wheels (Figure 5). Today one of the main ingredients

to large-scale manufacture and a rapid expansion of the market.

used in this industry is palm oil.

In the UK it grew from 870,000 gallons in 1920 to 350 million
gallons in 1938, and similarly in continental Europe. Most of the

Much later, as refrigeration became general, cleaned, ready-to-

sales are from refrigerators in retail outlets.

cook vegetables were offered in retail stores and then complete
cooked meals only requiring reheating.

One of the most popular products is the ‘Ice Lolly’, which may
have an ice cream centre with a coating of chocolate, finished

A ‘late developer’ in convenience foods was instant coffee,

with some chips of nuts. A modern lolly machine is shown in

introduced into Europe by American GIs during World War II. It

Figure 6.There is also a significant trade in ready-to-eat ice cream
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from mobile vans. They have a refrigeration set and a scraped
surface heat exchanger on board and are popular at the beach
and at outdoor events.
Developments in the kitchen
The cooking of food has been a basic element in the
development of our civilisation. From the beginning until the
19th century, this has required the use of an open fire or of a
stove fired by wood or coal, which required constant attention.
Figure 7 shows a model of a 19th century stove used by
travelling salesmen in the Canadian outback.
A huge improvement came about for many townsfolk when
piped gas became available. This invention was made by William
Murdoch (1754-1839), a Scottish engineer working for Boulton
and Watt in Birmingham on steam engines. He was posted to
Redruth in Cornwall to look after their many engines in tin
mines.
He observed that burning coal gives off a combustible gas which
could be used to give a steady light. He installed gas lighting in
his own home in 1795. In 1802, it was in use in the Boulton and
Watt factory in Birmingham; and in 1813, gas lighting was
installed on Westminster Bridge.
The gas was a by-product of the controlled burning of coal
into coke. This was an essential raw material for the
manufacture of steel in demand as the Industrial Revolution
gathered pace. Gas lighting became commonplace in homes
and streets in the towns where piped distribution was feasible.
Gas was soon in use for easily controlled and trouble-free
cooking stoves.
Electricity was in use for lighting by 1870, and electric stoves
became available later. Now the homemaker has available
cooking facilities that can be automatically controlled and, in
addition, the use of the versatile microwave oven. Gadgets for
cutting, mincing, mixing and beating operations are universal.
KG Berger
Food Technology Consultant, UK

Part 1 of this article was published in GOFB Vol 10, Issue 2 (Apr-June), 2013.
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I have recently been regaling you with stories from my past that

At the end of 2007 there was an existing fleet of 3,036 ships and

I thought might be of some amusement and/or interest. My day

1,023 ships on order. At the end of 2012, the existing fleet was

job is maintaining and selling a comprehensive listing of all

4,159 ships and there were only 206 ships on order. The existing

tankers above 1,000 tons that have IMO classification

fleet is expected to remain steady at between 4,100 and 4,150

certificates; meaning they can carry chemicals or vegetable oils.

ships for the next few years, while the order book slowly

This is a never ending job as things are constantly changing.

increases from its lowest level of 196.

For example: ships are ordered, orders are cancelled; ships are

Over the last few years, a lot of ships have been scrapped or

delivered, ships are bought and sold; ships are time-chartered

otherwise removed from the fleet – 427 in the three years from

out; ships change flag; ships have their IMO certificates removed

2010 to 2012. This has resulted in a very young fleet with only

as they move into trading in petroleum products only; ships have

236 ships being over 25 years old. The modern chemical tankers

accidents that result in them being written off; and finally, ships

are built to last for 30 years and some are still trading at over 30

are broken up for scrap.

years old today. The situation has developed as shown in Table 1.
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Composition of listings

I !# $(

The listings include four basic types of ship, split into two

!# @56=@A5.A1<;<A.==2.?6;<A52?A?.12
listings.

categories – those normally carrying chemicals and vegetable
oils and those normally carrying petroleum products. Of course,

I #02.;52: '56=@A?.16;4D<?91D612.;1<=2?.A21/F:.7<?

ships can move from one category to the other very quickly, so

operating companies

the splits are only ever approximate at any one time.
I #6952:

Ships trading worldwide and operated by non:.7<?<=2?.A6;40<:=.;62@

The types are identified by simple codes:
- A: Fully double hull IMO 2 ships
- B: Single sided, double bottom ships with IMO 2 centre tanks

I $.06360&6:

'56=@A?.16;46;A52;16..=.;B@A?.96..?2.

I &246<;.9

Ships trading in a limited area such as Africa or

and IMO 3 wing tanks
- C: Fully double hull IMO 3 ships
- D: Single skinned IMO 3 ships
Where the code is doubled – i.e. AA, BB, CC, DD – it denotes

India, etc
I '=206.96@21

'56=@12160.A21A<@=206360=?<1B0A@@B05.@
:2A5.;<9<?=5<@=5<?60@B9=5B?60.061@

that the ship is normally in the petroleum products trade.
A further breakdown is provided in a column headed ‘Trade’; this

With the exception of the specialised ships or those trading in

breaks down the fleet into trading areas or type of ship and

052:60.9@ .995.C2.@B/0.A24<?F $$D560512;<A2@A5.AA52

trade:

@56= 6@ ;<?:.99F 0.??F6;4 =2A?<92B: =?<1B0A@ $$ @A.;1@ 3<?
-92.; $2A?<92B: $?<1B0A@(<1.F @2C2?.9 @56=@ .?2 A?.16;4 6;

I .@A

'56=@A?.16;4/2AD22;A52!61192.@AB93

/9.08<69@@B05.@3B29<69/BAA52@2.?2.9909.@@21.@$$.;1.

.;1A52.?.@A

comment is made to explain that they are carrying bunkers or
dirty products.

I .?6//2.; '56=@A?.16;46;A52)'B93A<"<?A5.@A0<.@A
of South America area

&202;A9F D2 5.C2 .1121 F2A .;<A52? @B/0.A24<?F *24 A<
denote that the ship is primarily used in the vegetable oil trade.

I B?<=2.; '56=@A?.16;46;B?<=2!216A2??.;2.;A<"<?A5
&B@@6.?.;42

Many are dedicated to palm oil while others are carrying a
variety of soft oils. This category assists in finding ships that are
most likely to have suitable last cargoes to meet the most

I 192

'56=@A5.A.?226A52?9.61B=B;12?.??2@A<?

stringent requirements.

undergoing lengthy repairs.
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Deep-sea vegetable oil carriers

sea tankers and use some of them to carry their own vegetable

There are many deep-sea ships in the vegetable oil trades; some

oils from the Straits to Europe and the US, and are also involved

are simpler product carriers, but others are dedicated to

in the soybean trade from South America.

vegetable oils. In our listings, we take ships that are performing
several consecutive voyages in vegetable oils and give them the

There are also a number of owners who have ships capable of

/Veg notation. This gives a clue as to the suitability of a ship for

carrying vegetable oils and who will try to keep one or more in

vegetable oils. It is a guide as to experience, last cargoes, etc.

dedicated trades to ensure suitable last cargoes. An ideal trade
for these large ships is to carry palm oil from the Straits to

Of course ships can, and do, move from vegetable oil trades to

Europe, to either ballast to South America or carry UAN to the

petroleum products, so the notation is changing quite frequently

US, and then ballast to Brazil or Argentina and bring soybean oil

and is only a rough guide. Some operators have more stability in

to China or India. The last cargo restrictions imposed by China

the trade than others.

are giving this trade a boost.

As part of Wilmar’s integrated business model as an

For these deep-sea trades, it can be an advantage for shippers

owner/operator of plantations and palm oil mills, they own a

to use ships owned or operated by shipping companies rather

fleet of vessels which cater primarily to in-house needs. The

than owning ships themselves. Wilmar’s involvement with Raffles

shipping operation is managed by Raffles Shipping, a subsidiary of

gives them the opportunity to utilise their ships for other trades

Wilmar, thus giving flexibility and efficiency to their logistic

if their own cargoes are not in place for a particular ship.

arrangements. Other ships owned by Wilmar also appear in the
listings for Intra-Asian and Intra-European fleets.

In any trade, if a shipper controls a few ships and hopes to cover
their business with these, the result is often disaster. Ships get

Stena-Weco is a large ship owner which has carried vegetable

delayed and, in trades where the storage may be limited or

oils in the past and now has made an agreement with Golden

timing is critical, they may not be in the right place at the right

Agri to form a company called Golden Stena Weco which runs

time and another ship must be chartered in. That chartered-in

a fleet of large ships, more or less dedicated to carrying their

ship will then take the cargo and the owned ship will not have a

own palm oil. They have also bought a smaller ship for the

cargo when it does turn up.

Southeast Asia-to-India trade and are looking for more.
Looking at the larger traders’ fleets, Wilmar’s is large enough to
Champion Tankers is a company based in Norway that has for

give flexibility and to be able to switch ships around within their

many years been running a fleet of older tankers in the vegetable

schedules to avoid such problems. Another solution is that used

oil trades. They have built up many years of experience and, in

by Golden Stena Weco, where Stena Weco has enough ships to

spite of the age of the ships, they are still efficiently active in the

be able to switch around to avoid scheduling problems.

trade.
Intra-Asian vegetable oil carriers
Handytankers is a pool of ships from different companies that

Understandably the largest fleet of ships more or less dedicated

are running a few of their 64 ships in the vegetable oil trade. The

to the carriage of vegetable oils operates in the Asian region

company has a lot of involvement from the massive Maersk Line

carrying palm and lauric oils from Malaysia, Indonesia and the

where the experience and size grants them a great deal of

Philippines to the world’s largest importers of tropical oils –

flexibility.

India and China – as well as many others in the area.

Cargill as readers will know, are large traders in everything,

Over the past five years we have seen the emergence of

including vegetable oils. They have built up a large fleet of deep-

Chinese owners, with Dongguan Fenghai Ocean now one of the
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major ship operators with 13 ships in the trade; the largest is

if they must call at every port. This method is used for pre-

27,000 tons and stainless SUS 304, and the others range from

carrying to the ocean carrier at load-port or, more often, for

6,500 tons SUS 304. They also have ships with epoxy coatings

on-carrying from the ocean carrier to the ultimate port of

ranging from 8,000 tons to 16,000 tons, making a very flexible

destination.

fleet particularly able to service China long and short range with
multiple discharge ports.

Under these circumstances the immediate previous three
cargoes have to be on the FOSFA International List of

There are many other ships built in China with IMO 2 and

Acceptable Previous. Thus the north-west European vegetable

good cubic capacity. Most did not exist five years ago, and the

oil ships are truly dedicated and unable to swing into the clean

availability of Chinese-built ships now and into the future has

petroleum or chemical trade and back without great difficulty.

allowed the Chinese government to be able to feel confident
in having more or less dedicated tonnage available to allow the

In conclusion ...

introduction of the new CIQ rules. The Chinese influence on

I started by discussing the fleet listings that cover every ship

the fleet was reviewed in the Q4 issue of this magazine in

capable of carrying vegetable oils or chemicals. To try to

2011.

segregate these into dedicated vegetable oil ships and others is
almost impossible.

The longest serving operator in the Asian regional trade is the
Japanese GMS line, with 10 ships all Japanese-built, except one

Of the 4,082 ships on our list in June, 650 ships are operated by

built in Korea. Six ships are stainless steel and four have epoxy

the 12 major parcel tanker companies.They have been successful

coatings, with high segregation capability. GMS lines concentrate

because they have the size and skills to be able to switch their

on Japan and India. Many other ships are trading in Asia with the

ships from one type of trade to another by fixing the correct

term ‘Asia’ being given its widest meaning and covering

cargoes and through their expertise in tank cleaning methods,

everywhere from Japan, to New Zealand and to the west coast

often a closely guarded secret.

of India and even the Middle East Gulf.
There are a massive 1,545 ships with 48.5 million tons of
Intra-European vegetable oil carriers

capacity that are trading in the petroleum product trades. Of

The number of ships currently operating in the European

these, 70 are actually known to be carrying black oils, such as fuel

vegetable oil trade is well over 70, with Simonsen of Denmark

oils and bunker oils, and we suspect there are many more.

being the major operator. It overtook Herning (now part of the
Nordic Group) around five years ago. The operators can be

This still leaves many ships that can, and do, carry vegetable oils.

further split into two groups. There are smaller ships trading

The fleet changes every day as ships are bought, chartered,

exclusively in north-west Europe and the Baltic, most of the

ordered or scrapped, so opportunities are always there. Even

ships with ice class and from 2,000 tons up to 7,000 tons.

ships that have carried the dirty cargoes can be cleaned to a
vegetable oil standard – given time, expertise and a few

It should also be appreciated that the smaller ships dedicated to

intermediate cargoes.

the north-west European trade are very often involved in
transhipment, this being the physical transfer of oils and fats
whether by direct ship to ship transfer or via a direct shore
pipeline, between the two ships.
Charles Barton

This is used in north-west Europe as there are a great many

Maritime Consultant

ports in a small area and the large ships incur very high costs
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I shouted for my new Filipino cook, James Lloreno Junior, to throw me a towel and
soap, and made my way, as was my usual practice on returning from the jungle,
straight to our new jetty. This was a floating arrangement which Kong Miew had
produced for us. It consisted of a decking of planks tied on to empty 45-gallon
drums, which could rise or fall with the tide. It was linked to the river-bank by a
hinged cat-walk.
I took off my belt and my parang, laid them carefully on the deck and leapt, fully
clothed into the water. After splashing around for a few minutes I had got rid
of the worst of the mud from my clothes and my jungle boots. I climbed back
on to the jetty and stripped off. As usual, my stockings and underclothes were
soaked in blood. I picked off the last few leeches.
These leech bites, to be truthful, were only a minor irritation and that only
because they injected an anti-coagulant, which meant that the blood kept
flowing for a while after they had drunk their fill. I cannot remember ever
coming back from an outing in the Labuk swamps without finding a few
leeches somewhere about my person, usually in the region of my crutch
or armpits. They never bothered me half as much as mosquitoes
however.
I lathered myself all over luxuriously and then slid back naked into the cool
river. A gentle swim out into the stream and then back to the jetty, a brisk rub down, a crisp freshly
ironed sarong, and then my new cook would bring me a long cold drink.
James had arrived on the scene fairly recently. Prior to his arrival we had to make do with the culinary efforts of the
nubile Vazeline, a relative of our friend Rangga. Kong Miew had turned up with her one day to help out in the kitchen.
He had promised Rangga, he said, to teach her everything he knew.
As far as cooking was concerned this was not very much. I had been getting somewhat fed up with rice and tinned
pilchards alternating with stewed monitor lizards and river prawns. This seemed to be the extent of Vazeline's culinary
repertoire under Kong Miew’s tutelage.
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Two dishes, two tunes

learn that James had also had a successful career in

James had turned up out of the blue or, more accurately,

Filipino movies. He had worked as a steward on an

out of a kumpit which was heading for a timber camp

ocean-going liner. He had been a racing driver in the US

up the Labuk River. He was a slim, slightly built Filipino

... not to put too fine a point on it, James was a Filipino

in his mid-twenties. He spoke English with an American

Walter Mitty.

accent. He had, he said, worked as a chef in a large hotel
in Manila. He had unfortunately lost his references when

James had several good points however. He was a

he was shipwrecked in the Sulu Sea. I took him on, on

cheerful character. He was scrupulously clean and he

the spot.

kept the house clean. He proved himself to be honest.
He did however have a couple of impor tant

Kong Miew said that he did not like the look of him. I

drawbacks.

persuaded him that his protégée, Vazeline would be much
happier confining her attentions to doing the laundry and

First, his cooking, while streets ahead of Vazeline's tinned

helping with the housework.

pilchards and sundry local wildlife, was not an unqualified
success. James had in fact only two dishes. One was fried

James disembarked from the kumpit with his worldly

chicken with potatoes and green vegetables, and the other

goods in a plastic hold-all in one hand and a brass trumpet

was a sort of a chicken stew, also with potatoes and green

in the other. He had, he told me, played the trumpet with

vegetables.

a dance-band in Manila. It was, he insisted, one of the
conditions of his taking the job as my cook – that he must

Both were I confess quite palatable and, if there was some

be permitted to practise in the evenings. It seemed a small

lack of variety in his cooking, James made up for it by

price to pay for escaping Vazeline's culinary efforts.

turning his fertile imagination to thinking up new names
for each day’s menu.

At the time I did not fully realise the significance of the
speed with which the kumpit sped off upstream after

One day it would be "Boss, Kansas Capon tonight."

James got off. They did not look back. James said they

This was his fried chicken dish. The next day it would

were nice people. He had entertained them on the

be "I make you Chicken Maryland tonight, Boss." This

long 10-hour trip from Sandakan, by playing his

was his chicken stew. The next day, "Carolina

trumpet for them. He said that one passenger had

Cockerel, Boss." We were back to his fried chicken

been so moved by his playing that he tried to throw

again. James boasted that he never served the same

himself overboard.

menu twice during the month. And this I suppose was
literally true.

Unfortunately James had been unable to understand what
they were saying due to the language problem. He spoke

The other problem, which began to loom quite large in

American English and Tagalog but had only a smattering of

our lives, was his trumpet. The Filipinos are an

Malay.

immensely musical race. Almost every dance-band in
every nightclub in the East consists of Filipinos. James

In addition to being a chef and a trumpet player, I was to

was the only exception I ever knew to this rule. He
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played excruciatingly badly. Evening after evening, after

from the cook's quarters, Kong Miew’s rooms were

he had cleared away the remains of his Sacramento

separated from James’ by only a few yards. He

Stewed Chicken, James would settle down to

complained about it regularly but James was adamant

practising.

that the agreement had been that he was allowed to
practise every night. His public expected it of him, he

Just as his cooking was limited to only two dishes, his

said.

musical abilities were limited to two tunes. We were to
get to know them quite well. One was ‘When the Saints

During the James Lloreno Jr era, Kong Miew was not his

Come Marching In’. The other was ‘In the Mood’.

usual jovial self. It was not going to do me any good eating
all that chicken, he told me. Vazeline’s local dishes would

He never completed either tune through to a

be much healthier, and he would persuade her to stop

successful conclusion. He would star t off with great

serving tinned pilchards.

fire and verve, then, when he was halfway through, he
would produce a few jarringly wrong notes and tail off

Invaluable resources

in a sor t of strangulated wail. On a good night he

In spite of these minor problems life had taken a step

might even get three-quar ters through. But never,

forward, I reflected. The group of Indonesian workers I

never, did he reach the end of either tune. This did not

recruited in Tawau had arrived in good order. For the first

seem to discourage him. James was a man of great

week or so, they travelled up to the site by canoe from a

resolution.

house we rented in Klagan, while they cleared a patch of
jungle and built themselves a longhouse on the bank of

In a grass hut there is nothing to inhibit the passage of

the Tungud River.

sound. James' practising began to exert a sort of
morbid fascination for me. The first few golden notes

They were a remarkable bunch of people, intelligent and

would ring out into the tropical night. I would find

resourceful. Since there were so few workers in the early

myself willing him on. Yes, he was going to get it right

days of the development, I got to know each one of them

this time. Then with an awful inevitability it would all

extremely well. Many of them became my personal

break down again.

friends over the years.

I wondered what the animals and insects in the

As more and more workers arrived and our patch of

surrounding jungle must be thinking about it. For millions

jungle was transformed into a civilised plantation, the first

of years, there had been no other noise other than the

group became known as the Pioneers. They were much

song of the cicadas, and the odd hoot from a hunting owl

respected. They were all given automatic membership of

to disturb the tranquility. If his efforts were disturbing the

our Club. As the years went on they were always

local fauna, they were having a much greater effect on

honoured guests at parties there and they would tell

Kong Miew.

newcomers hair-raising stories about the privations they
had suffered in the early days.

Whereas my bedroom was at the front of the house,
overlooking the river, at the furthest possible distance
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The immigrant workers all had different skills. I was very

much aware that the success of the project depended on

boundaries hunting boar. On one memorable occasion

our making the best use of the human resources available,

the tables had been turned and the two of us had been

and fitting each worker as far as possible into the sort of

followed by a hungry tiger which was stalking the same

job he was likely to do well. Some were handy with tools

herd of pigs as we were.

and they became the nucleus of our building gang,
working with Kong Miew on the erection of our first office

Sharing an experience like that gives you more of an

and store.

insight into a man’s character than any personnel selection
procedures, and I was glad to have been able to persuade

In later years when heavy machinery such as road

him to forego the dolce vita in Kluang, to come over to

graders, bulldozers and excavators star ted to arrive on

join me in Borneo.

the estate, several of the Timorese pioneers were
trained to drive these and they proved themselves

Later in the evening, sitting alone on my verandah with

remarkably adept. When the factory was eventually

a glass of Speyside malt in my hand, watching the

built, one or two of them showed a natural ability for

smoke from my pipe wreathing up to the attap roof

mechanics and they were trained up as skilled

and listening to Beethoven’s Violin Concerto rolling

operators.

majestically out over the moonlit water and blending
with the tinkling noise of breaking crockery as James

Among the first overseers who arrived from Kluang was

laid the table for the evening's repast of Philadelphia

my old friend and badminton partner, Kenganathan. He

Fowl, I was thinking that perhaps Colin Black was right.

was a Jaffna Tamil. He had been born on Pamol Kluang and

Some tourists might indeed pay a for tune for an

had spent most of his life on the estate.

evening like this.

There was very little about the running of an oil palm

However to extract the maximum enjoyment from it, you

plantation, which Kenganathen did not know about and he

really must first spend a few hours surveying a rentice

had immense experience of oil palm nurseries and

through a jungle swamp.

germination techniques. He was invaluable to us in the
early days and he became our senior overseer throughout
the development years.

Datuk Leslie Davidson
Author, East of Kinabalu

I had a great admiration for Kenganathen. He was a

Former Chairman, Unilever Plantations International

quiet man and his reserved character, until you got to
know him well, concealed his underlying strength of will.
I had known him since I arrived on Pamol Kluang in
1951 at the height of the Communist Emergency.
He was also a great hunter. He had taught me the best

Part 1 was published in the previous issue. This is an edited chapter from the

places to find wild pigs and sambur deer, and the two of

book published in 2007. The book can be purchased from the Incorporated

us had spent many evenings around the jungle

Society of Planters; email: isphq@tm.net.my
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